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1. Why Is Science Foundation Ireland Beholden To Big Pharma & The Cult of Covid ?

It's all about funding. To understand the funding for SFI we have to go down a

couple of 🐇 🕳. I’ll do my best to make it as clear as possible as there are lots of dots

to join up.
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2. Science Foundation Ireland (SFI) is the statutory body in the Republic of Ireland

with responsibility for funding oriented basic and applied research in the areas of

science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) with a strategic focus.

3. SFI has 12 research centres. All departments have academic partners who are all of

Ireland’s universities as well as Industry partners. 

An example of an Industry partner would be The Irish Times.
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4. In 2014 SFI entered a partnership with Pfizer. SFI director general Prof Mark

Ferguson said

“Building strategic partnerships that fund excellent science of value to both industry

and society is a key goal within SFI’s Agenda 2020 strategy,” 

irishtimes.com/sponsored/scie…

5. Stephen Donnelly’s wife Dr Susan Leavy works within the Insight Department of

SFI. Dr Mike Ryan’s (WHO Director) wife Prof Maire Connolly also works in the

same department. 
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Connolly is also on the Irish Epidemiological Modelling Advisory Group who advises

NPHET. Handy that.

6. Connolly was also the coordinator of PANDEM which stands for Pandemic Risk &

Emergency management who received €1.4m in funding. I did a very short 4 part

thread on it
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7. One of the chief funders of SFI is the Wellcome Trust. Back in 1995 Glaxo &

Wellcome merged to form Glaxo Wellcome (GW). In 2000 GW and Smith Kline

Beecham merged to become GSKB. In 2019 GSK completed a transaction with Pfizer

to form a new world-leading Consumer Healthcare JV

8. Hopefully now you can see how all the big pharma dominoes are lined up

gsk.com/en-gb/media/pr…

9. So what about the funding SFI receives. The bulk of SFI funding comes from the

EU but a not insubstantial amount comes from the Pharma industry. I went through

the accounts of SFI from its inception in 2003 up to 2019.

sfi.ie/research-news/…
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10. Money is funded from big pharma to SFI through research partnerships and also

as annual payments. Wellcome has donated more than €20 million and over €3

million in research partnerships.

11. Pfizer funds through its Biotherapeutics Innovation Award Programme. They

have awarded €7.5 million to SFI. That amount of money from Wellcome & Pfizer

engenders a lot of good will in any decision making and narrative that is in the public

domain.

12. The Director of the Wellcome Trust is Jeremy Farrar who is a member of the

WEF and also SAGE. He was also CC on an email sent to Fauci about the Wuhan lab

leak.
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13. It doesn't end there though. The Wellcome Trust is funded and cooperating with

the Gates Foundation. BMGF has funded the Wellcome Sanger Institute more than

€23 million 

wellcome.org/press-release/…

14. But what about the board who runs SFI. For that I turn to @SeanHan55375885

who sent me on some priceless info. Please read it as its really important. Thanks

Sean

15. We've looked at the funding from the top, how does it filter down. Academics are

given huge grants for research. Some of these academics appear on Irish media

pushing the government narrative. I went back as far as 2010-2019 to see the

funding the researchers got.
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16. Prof Luke O Neill received €2 mil from Wellcome in 2016. Thomas Ryan received

€1.2m between 2016-17, Aoife MyLysaght received €260k in 2012. Shane Bergin

received €641k. 

Ryan, McLysaght & Bergin are all in ISAG and part of the Zero Covid Cult.

17. Kingston Mills who is regularly on the airwaves has really cleaned up since 2012

with €4.6m from SFI. 

Prof Gerard Mccarthy, an Oceanographer who appeared on MSM on Prime Time as a

COVID expert is also being funded by SFI. 

maynoothuniversity.ie/research/spotl…

18. Prof Philip Nolan, Ireland’s epidemiological modelling expert is President Of

Maynooth and the most influential man on campus. 

Maynooth has received €102m from SFI since 2002. It's all in the Annual Reports

sfi.ie/research-news/…

19. SFI isn't just about funding though. Everything it does is aimed towards Agenda

2020 now Agenda 2030. In 2012 it set out for the first time the 2020 Agenda. It has

remained central ever since.
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20. No academic or researcher is ever going to bite the hand that feeds them. This is

one of the reasons that these academics have been pushing the Govt narrative as if

they don’t their funding will be withdrawn. Funding combined with the 2020 agenda

is a powerful combination.
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21. You know the drill 😀 I write these 🧵 in my spare time and would really

appreciate if you could retweet the very 1st tweet. Likes are great but retweets are

required to reach as large an audience as possible to expose what is really going on

behind the scenes. Many thanks.


